
Some notable points: 

 The backup set must be a disk-based GRT set. 

 This feature supports Full, Incremental, Differential backup sets of Windows VMs. 

  Backup Exec server can be standalone or CASO. 

 GRT backup sets that were created with Backup Exec’s earlier supported releases can be 

selected to test Validate VM for recovery after upgrading Backup Exec server to Backup 

Exec 16-FP1. 

 You can schedule or run a Validate VM job even outside a backup window. 

 

Recovery Ready feature workflow: 

1. ‘Validate VM’ job virtualizes the backup set and creates a temporary VM without restoring the 

complete VM. 

2.  ‘Validate VM’ job runs three tests: 

- Registers VM with hypervisor (VMware or Hyper-V Host)   

- Power ON the VM  

- Runs Heartbeat test  -> To ensure that ‘VMware Tools’ service (for VMware) or ‘Hyper-V 

Heartbeat Service’ (for Hyper-V) is running on the VM  

3.  Power OFF the VM and deletes the temporary VM. 

          Visual representation of the validation status: 

- Validate VM: Job log gives detailed information about the ‘Validate VM’ job run. 



 

 

- New Column named ‘Validation Status’ in Backup Sets view for Virtual host and storage, is 

updated based on ‘Validate VM’ job result with one of the status: ‘Validation Successful’, 

’Validation Failed’, or ’Unable To Validate’.  

 

 

 

 

 What if customer wants a scheduling option for the ‘Validate VM’ job?    

- You can create a ‘Validate VM’ job by setting the recurring schedule in such a way that when 

the job runs, the latest valid available backup set is validated for VM recovery. 



 - For a recurring ‘Validate VM’ job, Backup Exec recommends that you keep the option for the 

latest backup set selected (default selection). When the job runs, it automatically uses the latest 

valid available backup set. 

 

 

        

  Latest backup set selection criteria:  

         ‘Validate VM’ job that is created by keeping ‘Latest’ option selected, selects the 

latest backup set for a VM and should be from the supported device only that is Disk 

Storage and should be GRT backup set. 

Same rules apply, if the same VM is backed up through multiple backup jobs from the 

same Backup Exec server. 

-  If a customer wants to run the ‘Validate VM’ job for any Point-in-Time backup set, 

during job creation, select the backup set and run the job. 

Apart from recurring schedule, the other options are:  

  ‘Run now with no recurring schedule’ 

 ‘Run on’ -> Set a particular date and time  

 ‘Create without a schedule’ 



 

Reports: 

- The ‘Recovery Ready Validation Summary’ Report is introduced, which shows all 

required details about Backup Set Details, Job Statistics, Backup Set Validation checks, 

and Validation Status. 

- If the same Validate VM job runs multiple times for the same backup set, then the 

report displays data, only for the latest ‘Validate VM’ job run. 

- Filters are provided and can be applied to generate the report. If a customer does not 

apply any range filter then by default, report displays last 30 days data.

 

 

 

 Events and Notifications: 

Related events and email notifications generate for ‘Recovery Ready’ feature in 

windows event viewer. To get email notifications required settings need to be done on 

the Backup Exec server. 

 

 

 



Pre-requisites: 

 Backup Exec server is installed with ‘Agent for VMware and Hyper-V’ option. 

 For VMware: 

o Backup Exec server with ‘Server for NFS’ role installed with Windows 2012 or later 

Windows operating system version. 

o VMware VMs being backed up should have ‘VMware tools’ installed. 

 For Hyper-V:  

o Hyper-V VM being backed up should have ‘Hyper-V Heartbeat Service’ running. 

 Disk based GRT Virtual backup. 

       


